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If a primordial magnetic field in the universe has non-zero helicity, the violation of parity symmetry
results in non-zero correlations between cosmic microwave background temperature and B-mode
polarization. In this paper we derive approximations to the relevant microwave background power
spectra arising from a helical magnetic field. Using the cross-power spectrum between temperature
and B-mode polarization from the WMAP nine-year data, we set a 95% confidence level upper limit
on the helicity amplitude to be 10 nG2 Gpc for helicity spectral index nH = −1.9, for a cosmological
magnetic field with effective field strength of 3 nG and a power-law index nB = −2.9 near the scale-
invariant value. Future microwave background polarization maps with greater sensitivity will be
able to detect the helicity of an inflationary magnetic field well below the maximum value allowed
by microwave background constraints on the magnetic field amplitude.
PACS numbers: 98.70.Vc, 98.80.-k, 98-62.En
I. INTRODUCTION
A challenging question of modern astrophysics is the origin of observed magnetic fields in galaxies and clusters [1].
Generally, fields observed today began as small seed fields and then were amplified via either adiabatic compression
or through turbulent plasma dynamics. One mechanism for seed field generation is generic plasma instabilities and
vorticity perturbations [2]. In this causal model, the correlation length of the resulting fields is limited by the horizon,
which generically corresponds to comoving galaxy scales. A second possibility is larger seed fields generated during
inflation spanning a wide range of correlation lengths up to the horizon today, and amplified through the process of
cosmological structure growth [3, 4].
The evolution and amplification of a primordial seed field is strongly influenced by the helicity, or local handedness,
of the seed field. Magnetic helicity is a manifestation of parity symmetry violation. While the level of parity violation
observed in fundamental physical interactions is small, parity violation is widespread in various astrophysical systems
with significant magnetic dynamics, such as one-sided jets from active galactic nuclei and helical magnetic fields in
the solar magnetosphere [5]. A seed field with helicity is restructured at large scales by plasma turbulence: the
decay of the magnetic field leads to an increase in the relative magnetic helicity until the helicity saturates at the
maximum value allowed by the realizability condition for the field strength. The magnetic field correlation length of a
helical magnetic field will also increase more quickly than for a non-helical field due to the inverse cascade mechanism.
Magnetic fields with maximal helicity are a generic outcome of any extended period of turbulence [6].
Helical magnetic fields can be generated during the electroweak phase transition or during inflation [7–18]. Such a
helical cosmological magnetic field might be the source of magnetic helicity needed in galactic dynamo amplification
models [19]. Thus testing the helicity of any primordial magnetic field is important for understanding the origin of
observed astrophysical magnetic fields [1]. Magnetic helicity in strong local magnetic fields like astrophysical jets can
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2be deduced from the polarization of synchrotron radiation [20, 21]. For cosmological magnetic helicity the detection
issue is more difficult, because the field strengths are much lower and the observational effects more subtle.
The most direct probe of any cosmological magnetic fields is their effect on the cosmic microwave background radi-
ation, and particularly its polarization. The microwave background linear polarization is conventionally decomposed
into E-mode (parity-even) and B-mode (parity-odd) components [22, 23]. A non-helical magnetic field contributes
to all of the parity-even power spectra, those correlating E with itself and B with itself, in addition to E with the
microwave temperature T and the temperature with itself. These contributions were explicitly calculated in Ref. [24],
and have been used to constrain the amplitude of a primordial magnetic field [25–32]. However, if a parity-violating
helical magnetic field component is present, then it will contribute to the remaining parity-odd power spectra, namely
EB or TB [33–36], which are identically zero for magnetic fields with zero helicity. Note that Faraday rotation by mag-
netic fields [37] imprints itself on the power spectrum and frequency spectrum of microwave background polarization,
but is insensitive to helicity for a given magnetic field power spectrum [38–41].
Helical magnetic fields are perhaps the most natural parity-violating source of TB or EB correlations in the mi-
crowave background polarization [42–49], but other more speculative parity-violating sources can also induce them.
These include a Chern-Simons coupling of photons to another field [42–44, 50–52], a homogeneous magnetic field
[53–56], Lorentz symmetry breaking [57–70], or non-trivial cosmological topology [71–74]. If some non-zero TB or EB
correlation is detected, the corresponding angular power spectrum must be measured sufficiently well to distinguish
between these possibilities.
In this paper we obtain upper limits on the helicity of a primordial magnetic field, using the nine-year WMAP
constraints on any cross correlation between microwave background temperature and B-polarization [75]. Current
polarization data is consistent with zero cosmological TB signal, as expected in the standard cosmological model. We
compute the theoretical estimates of cross correlation given in Ref. [35] and compare with the measured upper limits
[75–77]. Since we obtain only upper limits, we assume that magnetic helicity is the only possible parity-violating
source present, which gives the most conservative helicity upper limits. For simplicity of calculation, we consider
only the vector (vorticity) perturbations sourced by the magnetic field and neglect the tensor (gravitational wave)
perturbations. This is a good approximation for angular multipoles l > 50 [34], and for this reason we use measured
CTBl constraints only for l > 50; the neglected large angular scales contain little total statistical weight in our
constraints.
The outline of the paper is as follows: in Sec. II we review the main characteristics of a helical magnetic field and
derive the vorticity perturbations. Section III gives the expression for CTBl due to these vorticity perturbations, and
these are compared with the WMAP 9-year upper limits in Sec. IV. Implications and future experimental prospects
are discussed in Sec. V. We employ natural units with ~ = c = 1 and gaussian units for electromagnetic quantities.
II. PROPERTIES OF A COSMOLOGICAL MAGNETIC FIELD
We assume that a cosmological magnetic field was generated during or prior to the radiation-dominated epoch, with
the energy density of the field being a first-order perturbation to the standard Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker
homogeneous cosmological model. We also assume that primordial plasma is a perfect conductor and thus the spatial
and temporal dependence of the field separates: B(x, t) = B(x)/a(t)2 with a(t) the cosmological scale factor. The
mean helicity density of the magnetic field is given by
HB = 1
V
∫
V
dxA(x) ·B(x) = 1
V
∫
V
dxA(x) · ∇ ×A(x), (1)
with A the vector potential, in the limit that the integral is over an infinite volume. An integral over a finite but large
volume will approximate this helicity density. In general, magnetic helicity is a gauge-dependent quantity, because
the vector potential A can be redefined by adding a gradient to it. However, the magnetic helicity is gauge invariant
for periodic systems without a net magnetic flux, as shown in Ref. [78]. We assume that our universe can be well
approximated by a large box with periodic boundary conditions, provided the dimension of the box is large compared
to the Hubble length today. In this case, the magnetic helicity is a well-defined quantity.
A Gaussian random magnetic field is described by the two-point correlation function in wavenumber space as
〈B∗m(k)Bn(k′)〉 = (2π)3δ(3)(k− k′)
[
(δmn − kˆmkˆn)PB(k) + iǫmnlkˆlPH(k)
]
. (2)
Here kˆm = km/k are the unit wavenumber components, ǫmnl is the antisymmetric tensor, and δ
(3)(k−k′) is the Dirac
delta function. We use the Fourier transform convention Bj(k) =
∫
d3x eik·xBj(x). The symmetric power spectrum
3PB(k) is related to the mean magnetic energy density by
EB = 1
(2π)3
∫ kD
0
dkk2PB(k), (3)
while the antisymmetric power spectrum PH(k) is related to the magnetic helicity density as
HB = 1
(2π)3
∫ kD
0
dkk
1
2
PH(k), (4)
where kD is a characteristic damping scale for the magnetic field.
The total energy density and helicity of the magnetic field satisfy the realizability condition
HB ≤ 2ξMEB, (5)
where
ξM ≡
2π
∫ kD
0
dkkPB(k)∫ kD
0 dkk
2PB(k)
(6)
is the magnetic field correlation length. The power spectra PB(k) and PH(k) are generically constrained by PB(k) ≥
|PH(k)|. We assume that these power spectra are given by simple power laws, PB(k) = ABknB and PH(k) = AHknH .
The constraint on their relative amplitudes implies nH > nB [79]; in addition, finiteness of the total magnetic field
energy requires nB > −3 if the power law extends to arbitrarily small values of k. For physical transparency, instead of
describing the magnetic field amplitude by the proportionality factors AB and AH , we will use the effective magnetic
field amplitude Beff ≡ (8πEB)1/2 [80] and the helicity density HB . Using these quantities is convenient because they
do not depend on the power law indices nB and nH and are independent of any smoothing scale.
Often, cosmological magnetic fields are characterized by a smoothed value on some comoving length scale λ > λD =
2π/kD. Convolving with a Gaussian smoothing kernel, the smoothed magnetic field amplitude Bλ is [24]
Bλ
2 ≡ |〈B(x) ·B(x)〉|λ = 2
(2π)2
ABΓ
(
nB + 3
2
)
λ−nB−3, λ > λD. (7)
We also introduce a smoothed quantity Hλ (the so-called helicity measure or current helicity [36]) related to the
magnetic helicity having the same units asBλ and depending on the antisymmetric part of the magnetic field spectrum:
H2λ ≡ λ|〈B(x) · [∇×B(x)]〉|λ =
2
(2π)2
AHΓ
(
nH + 4
2
)
λ−nH−3, λ > λD. (8)
See Ref. [40] for a more detailed discussion. Then the transformation between the smoothed quantities Bλ and Hλ
and the effective quantities Beff and HB is simply
Beff =
Bλ(kDλ)
nB+3
2√
Γ
(
nB+5
2
) , (9)
and
HB = 1
8π
λH2λ(kDλ)
nH+2
(nH + 2)Γ
(
nH+4
2
) . (10)
We assume that the magnetic field cutoff scale kD is determined by the Alfve´n wave damping scale, λD ≃ vALS
[81, 82], where vA is the Alfve´n velocity set by the total magnetic energy density [24]. Since vA ≪ 1 the Alfve´n
damping scale will always be much smaller scale than the Silk damping scale (the thickness of the last scattering
surface) for standard cosmological models. On the other hand, the CMB fluctuations are determined by the Silk
damping scale, and presence of the magnetic field source at smaller scales will not significantly affect the resulting
spectra.
4III. MICROWAVE BACKGROUND FLUCTUATIONS FROM A HELICAL MAGNETIC FIELD
A cosmological magnetic field induces Alfve´n waves sourced by the Lorentz force in the cosmological plasma
(see [24, 81–85]), which generically produce non-zero vorticity perturbations. In the case of a stochastic magnetic
field the average Lorentz force 〈L(x)〉 = −〈B × [∇ × B]〉/(4π) vanishes, while the root-mean-square Lorentz force
〈L(x) · L(x)〉1/2 is non-zero and acts as a source in the vector perturbation equation. If the magnetic field spectrum
Eq. (2) has a helical part PH(k), then the Lorentz force two-point correlation function will have both symmetric and
antisymmetric pieces. Both contribute to the symmetric piece of the vorticity perturbation spectrum, but only the
antisymmetric piece of the Lorentz force, determined entirely by PH(k), will contribute to the antisymmetric part of
the vorticity perturbation spectrum [35].
In the tight-coupling limit between photons and baryons, the fluid vorticity is sourced by the transverse and
divergence-free piece of the Lorentz force. The fluid vorticity at last scattering then translates into temperature and
polarization fluctuations in the microwave background radiation [24]. The microwave temperature and E-polarization
components are both parity-symmetric, while the B-polarization component is parity-antisymmetric [86]. This implies
that the cross-power spectra CTBl and C
EB
l from stochastic magnetic fields will be nonzero only if PH(k) is nonzero
[22, 33–36]. In other words, the TB and EB power spectra provide a way to measure whether a primordial magnetic
field has a helical component. (A constant magnetic field component also gives non-zero CTBl and C
EB
l through
Faraday rotation [53, 54], but the two distinct contributions can be distinguished by their different power spectra,
and by the frequency dependence of a Faraday rotation signal.)
Detailed computations of the various CMB angular power spectra induced by helical and nonhelical magnetic fields
have been presented elsewhere [24, 35]. Here we focus on the TB power spectrum, because current data does not
put a significant constraint on the much smaller EB power spectrum. For l > 50 where the TB power spectrum has
significant power, we neglect tensor contributions, which are smaller. Here we derive an analytic approximation to
the TB angular power spectrum, based on the second-order approximation technique from Ref. [87]; this approximate
solution is simple and accurate enough for deriving upper limits on the helical magnetic field.
The multipoles of the temperature perturbation from a vector mode in Fourier space are given by
Θ
(±1)
l (k, η0)
2l+ 1
≃
√
l(l+ 1)
2
Ω(±1)(k, ηdec)
jl(kη0)
kη0
, l ≥ 2 (11)
where Ω±1(k, η) are the two helicity components of the gauge-invariant vorticity perturbations, constructed from the
fluid velocity field and the vector component of the metric perturbations [35]. Here we have made the approximation
η0−ηdec ≃ η0 in Eq. (11). For vorticity perturbations sourced by the magnetic field, the l = 1 moment of temperature
fluctuation is well approximated by the vorticity perturbation, Θ(±1)(k, η0) ≃ Ω±1(k, ηdec) [24]. For the B-mode
polarization perturbation, we have [24]
B
(±1)
l (k, η0)
2l+ 1
≃ ∓
√
6
2
√
(l − 1)(l + 2)
∫ η0
0
dητ˙ (η)e−τP (±1)(k, η)
jl(kη0 − kη)
kη0 − kη , (12)
where the polarization source is defined by [86]
P (±1) =
1
10
[
Θ
(±1)
2 −
√
6E
(±1)
2
]
. (13)
The temperature and polarization quadrupoles satisfy the evolution equations
Θ˙
(±1)
2 = k
[√3
3
Θ
(±1)
1 −
2
√
2
7
Θ
(±1)
3
]
+ τ˙
[
Θ
(±1)
2 − P (±1)
]
, (14)
E˙
(±1)
2 = k
[∓1
3
B
(±1)
2 −
2
√
10
21
E
(±1)
3
]
+ τ˙
[
E
(±1)
2 +
√
6P (±1)
]
. (15)
Here the optical depth τ(η) =
∫ η0
η dη
′τ˙(η′) to photon scattering from conformal time η until today satisfies dτ/dη ≡
−τ˙(η) = σTne(η)a(η), σT is the Thomson scattering cross section, and ne(η) the comoving number density of free
electrons. The vector mode of the CMB temperature-B polarization angular power spectrum is given by [86]
C
TB (V )
l =
2
π
∫
dkk2
[
Θ
(−1)∗
l (k, η0)
2l+ 1
B
(−1)
l (k, η0)
2l + 1
+
Θ
(+1)∗
l (k, η0)
2l+ 1
B
(+1)
l (k, η0)
2l+ 1
]
. (16)
In the rest of this section, we approximate this power spectrum in a given cosmological model, for comparison with
limits on this power spectrum from temperature and polarization sky maps.
5The visibility function τ˙ e−τ is sharply peaked at the time of decoupling, so to determine the B-polarization signal,
Eq. (12), we need to know the polarization source P (±1) at the time of decoupling. Differentiating Eq. (13) with
respect to conformal time and substituting Eqs. (14) and (15), at leading order we get
P˙ (±1) − 3
10
τ˙P (±1) ≃ k
√
3
30
Θ
(±1)
1 , (17)
where we have dropped terms containing Θ
(±1)
3 , E
(±1)
3 and B
(±1)
2 (see also Ref. [87]).
In our previous work [24, 35], we assumed the first term of Eq. (17) is small to obtain the approximate solution
P (±1) =
√
3kΘ
(±1)
1 /9τ˙ . While usually valid, this approximation fails during recombination because k/τ˙ varies rapidly:
inserting P (±1) =
√
3kΘ
(±1)
1 /9τ˙ into the integral of Eq. (12), the integrand becomes proportional to e
−τ , and is not
anymore peaked at the time of decoupling. Instead, we employ a more precise second-order approximate solution to
the source equation, following the technique in Refs. [87, 88]. Details are given in the Appendix; the solution for the
temperature-B polarization power spectrum is,
CTBl ≃ −
3π
14
ln
(
10
3
)√
(l + 2)!
(l − 2)!
(nB + 3)(nH + 2)
nB + nH + 2
η2dec
η20
kD∆ηdec
1
(1 +Rdec)2
×EBHBkD
ρ2γ 0
∫ xS
0
dxx4DE(x)
[
1 +
nH − 1
nB + 3
xnB+nH+2
]
j2l (xkDη0) (18)
with the change of variables x = k/kD in the integral. We have defined a function which models the effect of Silk
damping for polarization [88],
DE(x) ≡ 0.2
(
e−cE(a1xkDη0)
bE
+ e−cE(a2xkDη0)
bE
)
(19)
with the fitting constants cE = 0.27, bE = 2.0, a1 = 0.0011, and a2 = 0.0019. The amplitude of the approximate
solution Eq. (18) differs from that in Ref. [24] by roughly a factor of two.
IV. CONSTRAINTS FROM WMAP
We obtain constraints on primordial magnetic helicity by comparing the temperature-B-polarization cross corre-
lation function in Eq. (18) with WMAP nine-year data. We assume a standard ΛCDM model. We take the Silk
damping scale to be the thickness of the last scattering surface, LS ≃ ∆ηdec, which is determined by the function
DE(x), so kS = 0.3 Mpc
−1. The WMAP CTBl measurement is consistent with a null signal, as expected in the
standard cosmological model. We follow a Feldman-Cousins prescription [89] to set 68% and 95% confidence level
(CL) upper limits on the primordial magnetic field [75]. We only consider multipoles with ℓ > 50 to simplify the
analysis; in this range the measured values of CTBℓ are uncorrelated between different ℓ values. This restriction does
not significantly impact sensitivity to the magnetic field, since most signal is for larger values of multipole number.
A comparison between our model for CTBℓ and the nine-year WMAP data is given in Fig. 1 for two magnetic
field helicity models: one with power law nH = −1.9 and amplitude HB = 105 nG2 Mpc, and one with power law
nH = −0.6 and amplitude HB = 108 nG2 Mpc. For both cases, we set the value of the effective magnetic field Beff to
1 nG and the spectral index to its inflationary value of nB = −2.99, which is somewhat below current cosmological
limits [90]. These models both produce a helical magnetic field which is just at the level which can be ruled out from
the WMAP 9-year microwave background polarization power spectra. The helicity amplitude HB varies strongly with
spectral index, because for larger values of nH the helicity is more concentrated on small scales, close to the damping
scale, which contribute little to the microwave background signal.
The upper limits on the HB as functions of nH are given in Fig. 2 for three scenarios: nB = −2.99, nB = −2.0,
and nB = nH − 1. We also present the limits in terms of Hλ for the same three scenarios in Fig. 3, using a smoothing
scale of λ = 1 Mpc which is commonly used in the magnetic field literature.
The results are relatively insensitive to the systematic uncertainty in the cross-correlation signal due to modeling
of the cutoff scale; a plausible range of cutoff scales gives a signal difference which is smaller than the measurement
uncertainties in the WMAP data. Systematic uncertainties with a size up to 20% of the predicted values of CTBl have
only small effects on the magnetic field limits obtained here.
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red line is for a helicity amplitude of HB = 10
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8 nG2 Mpc and nH = -0.6. Also shown are the nine-year WMAP data (solid gray dots with bars indicating
uncertainties).
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V. CONCLUSIONS
The results presented here are the first direct constraint on a helical primordial magnetic field by its contribution to
the parity-odd temperature-B polarization cross-power spectrum CTBl of the microwave background. No experiment
to date has detected a non-zero value for this power spectrum; we use the WMAP 9-year measurement which is
consistent with zero to place upper limits on the combined mean field strength and helicity of a primordial magnetic
field. The primordial magnetic field amplitude constraint of around Beff = 3 nG from the microwave background
temperature and E-polarization power spectra [32, 91–93] gives an upper limits on magnetic helicity HB less than
around 10 nG2 Gpc for a nearly scale-invariant power spectrum with nB = −2.99. The helicity limits become weaker
for larger values of nB. Recent work has argued for more stringent upper limits of Beff < 1 nG from constraints on
the trispectrum induced by magnetic fields, rather than the power spectrum [94]. If magnetic fields from inflation are
produced with a magnetic curvature mode as advocated by Ref. [95], then the trispectrum constraint is even stronger,
pushing the magnetic field amplitude down to Beff < 0.05 nG.
The mean helicity amplitude over a given volume is constrained by the realizability condition Eq. (5). The smaller
the value of the magnetic field Beff , the lower the helicity HB which can be supported by the field. Any cosmological
field will have physical effects measured over an effective volume which is at most the Hubble volume, so the effective
comoving correlation length of this field is limited by the Hubble length H−10 . For a given microwave background
constraint on HB and assuming a magnetic field strength equal to some current upper limit, the maximal magnetic
helicity which saturates the realizability condition must have a correlation length ξM = 4πHB/B2eff . If this correlation
length is larger than the Hubble length, then a magnetic field of the given amplitude cannot support helicity as large
as the measured limit. For a magnetic field with Beff = 3 nG and the corresponding helicity equal to the limiting
value HB = 10 nG2 Gpc , the correlation length for maximal helicity is around 10 Gpc: current measurements provide
a helicity constraint which is just at the level of the maximum possible helicity for the magnetic field strength. If the
field strength is significantly lower, then the helicity limits derived in this paper are substantially above the maximum
helicity allowed by Eq. (5).
Upcoming polarization data from the Planck satellite, as well as high-resolution ground-based experiments like
ACTPol [96] and SPTPol [97], will strengthen limits on both the magnetic field amplitude and helicity, for two reasons:
first, the signal increases for larger l values beyond those probed by WMAP, and second, upcoming experiments will
8produce polarized maps over large portions of the sky with much greater sensitivity than WMAP. Interest in B-mode
polarization has exploded due to the recent results from the BICEP2 collaboration [98]. Experiments searching for
B-polarization from primordial tensor modes (at large angular scales) and gravitational lensing (at small angular
scales) will drive continual increases in sensitivity over the coming decade. Planck’s maps have a sensitivity (around
85 µK-arcmin for the SMICA map) which is a factor of 4 lower than WMAP (around 360 µK-arcmin), corresponding
to errors in CTBl smaller by a factor of 16. The recent PRISM satellite proposal [99] envisions full-sky polarization
maps with sensitivity of 3 µK-arcmin, which would give CTBl errors smaller than the WMAP errors used here by a
factor of 104.
Limits on the magnetic field amplitude Beff from the microwave background power spectra will not improve sub-
stantially, because they are limited by cosmic variance in the power spectra from other non-magnetic sources of
fluctuations. In contrast, sensitivity improvements in polarization will continue to improve helicity limits from CTBl
because this signal is not limited by cosmic variance: it is zero for standard-cosmology primary perturbations which
do not violate parity. (At least this is the case until extreme sensitivities are reached where the cosmic variance in
CTBl from the residual gravitational lensing contribution to de-lensed maps dominates over the map noise). So future
measurements may provide constraints on magnetic field helicity which are much below the maximal helicity allowed
by Eq. (5) and the magnetic field amplitude limits.
The TB power spectrum of cosmic microwave background polarization, and its lower-amplitude counterpart EB,
provide a valuable opportunity to probe unconventional physics which violates cosmological parity. Of contributors to
these power spectra, gravitational lensing and helical magnetic fields are the two sources which rely only on standard,
demonstrated physical effects. The microwave background lensing spectrum can be calculated to high accuracy within
the standard model of cosmological structure formation, so any departures from this signal would be a good bet for
revealing the existence of significant helical magnetic fields in the universe. In turn, the detection of helicity would
give valuable information about the still-mysterious origin of magnetic field in the cosmos.
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Appendix A: Derivation of C
TB (V )
l
The solution of Eq. (17) can be written in the form
P (±1) =
√
3
30
k
∫ η
0
dη′e−
3
10
τ(η,η′)Θ
(±1)
1 (η
′) =
√
3
30
k
∫ η
0
dη′e+
3
10
τ(η)e−
3
10
τ(η′)Θ
(±1)
1 (η
′) , (A1)
where τ(η, η′) =
∫ η
η′
dη′′τ˙(η′′) = τ(η′)− τ(η) and the visibility function V (η) = ddη e−τ(η) = τ˙ e−τ can be approximated
by the asymmetric Gaussian function [88, 100]
V (η) = V (ηdec)exp
[− (η − ηdec)2
2∆η2dec
]
, (A2)
where ∆ηdec = ∆ηdec1Θ(ηdec − η) + ∆ηdec2Θ(η − ηdec), ∆ηdec1 = 0.0011η0 and ∆ηdec2 = 0.0019η0 and Θ(η) is the
usual step function. The prefactor V (ηdec) =
1√
2π∆ηdec
is calculated from the normalization condition
∫ η0
0
V (η)dη = 1.
Substituting the solution Eq. (A1) into Eq. (12) we obtain
B±1l (k, η0)
2l+ 1
= ∓ k
10
√
2
√
(l − 1)(l + 2)
∫ η0
0
dηV (η)
jl(k(η0 − η))
k(η0 − η)
∫ η
0
dη′e+
3
10
τ(η)e−
3
10
τ(η′)Θ
(±1)
1 (η
′) . (A3)
Since the visibility function V (η) is sharply peaked around η = ηdec and e
− 3
10
τ(η′) behaves like a step function, the
Θ
(±1)
1 (η
′) factor can approximately be pulled out from the η′ integration and we get
B±1l (k, η0)
2l + 1
= ∓ k
10
√
2
√
(l − 1)(l + 2)
∫ η0
0
dηV (η)
jl(k(η0 − η))
k(η0 − η) Θ
(±1)
1 (η)
∫ η
0
dη′e+
3
10
τ(η)e−
3
10
τ(η′) . (A4)
9Noticing that V (η) ∝ exp(−γ(η − ηdec)2) and jl(k(η0 − η)) contains a mixture of oscillating modes eipη and e−ipη
with p ∝ k, the formula ∫∞−∞ e−γη2eipηdη = e−p2/4γ ∫∞−∞ e−γη2dη gives the approximation [88]∫ η0
0
dηV (η)
jl(k(η0 − η))
k(η0 − η) Θ
(±1)
1 (η) ≈
jl(k(η0 − ηdec)
kη0 − kηdec Θ
(±1)
1 (ηdec)DE(k)
∫ η0
0
dηV (η) , (A5)
where DE(k) is the Silk damping factor for polarization [88], Eq. (19).
Introducing a new variable x ≡ τ(η′)/τ(η), approximating dη′ = −∆ηdecdx/x and noticing that∫ η0
0
dη V (η)
∫ ∞
1
dx
x
e−
3
10
xτ(η)e
3
10
τ(η) = ∆ηdec ·
∫ ∞
0
dτe−
7
10
τ(η)
∫ ∞
1
dx
x
e−
3
10
xτ(η) = ∆ηdec
10
7
ln
10
3
, (A6)
we get
B±1(k, η0)
2l + 1
= ∓
√
2
14
ln(
10
3
)
√
(l − 1)(l + 2)DE(k)jl(kη0)
kη0
k∆ηdecΘ
(±1)
1 (k, ηdec) (A7)
= ∓
√
2
14
ln(
10
3
)
√
(l − 1)(l + 2)DE(k)k∆ηdec jl(kη0)
kη0
Ω(±1)(k, ηdec) . (A8)
Making use of Eq. (A8) and Eq. (11), we finally obtain for the temperature-B-polarization cross correlation function
C
TB (V )
l = −
2
7π
ln(
10
3
)
√
(l + 2)!
(l − 2)!
∫
dkk2DE(k)ω(k, ηdec)
j2l (kη0)
(kη0)2
k∆ηdec , (A9)
where ω(k) is the helical part of the power spectrum which can be expressed as [35]
ω(k, η) =
[
kη
(ργ,0 + pγ,0)(1 +Rdec)
]2
g(k). (A10)
Here pγ0 and ργ0 are the radiation pressure and energy density today, Rdec is the baryon-photon energy density
at decoupling, and g(k) can be expressed in terms of the spectral indices nB and nH , values of Bλ, Hλ, and the
smoothing scale λ as
g(k) = Gλk(λkD)nB+nH+2
[
1 +
nH − 1
nB + 3
(
k
kD
)nB+nH+2]
(A11)
with
G = λ
3B2λH
2
λ
24(nB + nH + 2)Γ
(
nB+3
2
)
Γ
(
nH+4
2
) (A12)
Then using Eqs. (A10), (A11), and (A12) in Eq. (A9) we arrive at Eq. (18).
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